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my top pick for the week is the chip & dale show which is currently streaming on disney+. i know that chip & dale: rescue rangers wasnt the best disney live-action film that i have ever seen, but i am still really glad that they made it. it was really fun and i enjoyed all the little jokes and references. so chip 'n dale: rescue rangers is toons as
toons. and to be fair, toon animation has been going through a renaissance in recent years with such franchises as the powerpuff girls and teen titans go! yet, on its own, chip 'n dale: rescue rangers feels lightweight. the animation is attractive, but the voice acting is weak. chip 'n dale: rescue rangers comes off as a visual extension of

disney's action-adventure-romance franchise rather than a serious attempt at a movie-quality cartoon. it's not as funny as the original, nor as heartbreaking as who framed roger rabbit. and it never feels like it's trying to be something bigger than it is. it's a lot of cute, but it's not always very smart. if you're a fan of the original film, the new
chip 'n dale: rescue rangers will probably be a hit. but for everyone else, you'll probably get the most out of this new incarnation if you remember that the rabbits really are adorable. unless, of course, you think they're too cute to be on screen. 1. the first act of chip 'n dale: rescue rangers is strong. it's all fast pace, witty banter, and over-the-
top action. from the opening, this episode is a whirlwind. from the toons in the oval office to the bat-shooting, noir-style case to the shrill (and still funny) appearance of the characters from who framed roger rabbit, this episode has fun and chip 'n dale get busy. unfortunately, it's hard to really maintain interest once the toons get lost in the

wilderness. the adventures of the rescue team outside of that first act are bland and predictable.
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